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Dear Companions and Explorers, 
 
I  love this time of year – sharp mornings, blue skies and the leaves beginning to colour. The berries on the 

hollies are turning red and so many of them. Are we in for another cold winter? What with the long, long 

hot summer maybe the four seasons are retuning. Or maybe not. The unpredictability of the British 

weather is such a conversation starter sitting as we do on the edge of one of the most complex weather 

systems in the world. 

I attended the central London event for Rise for Climate on 8 September, outside the now converted power 

station that is Tate Modern on London’s Southbank – yes there is irony in the choice of location. Although 

the numbers were disappointing compared to events in other places around the globe – only a few 

hundred people – the mix of ages (toddlers to OAPs a lot older than me ), political views and speakers made 

it inspiring. Well worth going to swell  the numbers even if I didn’t agree entirely with the comments from 

the young man behind me.  We called for an end to Fossil Fuels – ‘Keep it in the Ground' , and for our 

politicians to recognise that this is not the way to carry on and that they should act to move away from 

continuing, and increasing, the use of fossil fuels and act to ensure this. Yes, it also meant I did get to go to 

the penultimate day of the Picasso exhibition inside Tate Modern. 

This year I’ve not only managed to re-engage with on the ground action (see above) as well as continuing 

with online action – so easy (too easy? I have to remind myself that it too has an effect.) I’ve also managed 

to carry out a dream for growing our own vegs and salad stuffs. This was something I’d tried years and 

years ago – same garden – but had been well and truly put off by the inevitable damage of slugs, snails and 

anything else that could make its way to the small patch. Then at a Green Christian retreat a few years back 

I was introduced to the idea of raised beds for growing veg. – no bending (age is taking its toll) and rather 

further  and more effort for the slugs and snails. It’s taken several years of  umming and ahhing to decide 

on location – this is smallish suburban London garden -  but when we decided to take down our overlarge 

shed earlier this year  there was a perfect base for the bed, in an almost perfect location for veg growing 

and enough room for the new shed (very small). So bed constructed at tabletop height – by others I hasten 

to add or it would never have happened – I planted a selection of seeds; Lollo Rosso (since we consume a 

fair bit of salad), radish, pak choi, cabbages and mange tout. We covered the bed with netting to keep the 

squirrels, pigeons and ring necked parakeets off and waited. I had forgotten how exiting growing your own 

food is. Everything came up to a greater or lesser degree – the cabbage wasn’t a brilliant success and 

neither were the radishes although the leaves were great in salads and in researching the possibilities for 

radish leaves discovered that radishes are rather good for keeping down aphids and such like – we didn’t 

have any so I guess it must be so.  



With the long hot summer we did our little bit to conserve water or rather not let it all go down the drain. 

The garden water butt emptied and the veg bed and numerous pots needed water so we found ourselves 

replenishing the butt with water from cooking – washing salad and vegetables, hands, cooking water, the 

water from running the tap to get hot. That made me realise how much water I was using and that just in 

the kitchen. We’ve continued the practice into the autumn despite the fact that water has been falling out 

of the sky in some abundance (tail end of hurricanes) and the water butt is full again. 

I’m going to end with a prayer by Peter Graystone from the book ‘What a World’ published by Granary 

Press 2002 

Tree of Life 

O Tree of Life 

Send your roots deep into my life 

Search through the mud of my indifference, 

Push past the stones of my selfishness; 

Seek instead the soil of my compassion, 

Find there the water of my generosity. 

O Tree of Life 

Draw from me all that I can offer, 

To bring buds of hope for the wasted lands, 

And leaves for the healing of the nations. 

 

All best wishes 

Deirdre 

 
 
 
 


